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The RSGB Consultations and
Litmus Tests forum has moved to
http://forums.thersgb.org
You will need to create an
account on the new forum site.

Streamed Net
Trevor, M5AKA
The regular Essex Ham Monday
Night 8pm Net on GB3DA was, for
the first time, streamed live on
January 27 over the Internet as an
experiment.
The net’s controller Pete MØPSX set
up a live video and audio stream, and
for the first time in the net’s history,
the controller was shown working
the live running order, updating the
online running order for the net, and
chatting in real-time via the net’s
online chat room.

* Member’s E-dition only

Parasitic/Sproggie? No, A New Harmonic!
Owen Hutley , M3OIL
On the 1/1/14 my partner Hannah gave birth to our first
child (Grace Mai Hutley) weighing 7lb 6oz.
She was the first baby in Essex of 2014; born at 0238.
2
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Club Meetings and Nets
Club Net - 08.00 pm local time
2 Meters (145.375 MHz)
70 cms (433.575 MHz)
February
Radio
Mobile
(Coverage
Prediction Software) - GØDEC
10 Club Net - 2 Meters
17 Construction Night + RSGB
Talk Pt 2
24 Club Net - 70 cm
3

Morse
Club Net - 2 Meters
RAYNET + RSGB Talk Pt 3
Club Net - 70 cm
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater

7
14
21
28

April
Rig Clinic
Club Net - 2 Meters
Natter Night + RSGB Talk Pt 4
Club Net - 70 cm

2
9
16
23
30

June
Construction Contest
Club Net - 2 Meters
DF Hunt
Club Net - 70 cm
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater
July

March
3
10
17
24
31

5
12
19
26

May
Mills Preparation & Natter
Club Net - 2 Meters
AGM
Club Net - 70 cm

7
14
21
28

BBQ
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm

4
11
18
25

August
Aerial Clinic
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm

1
8
15
22
29

September
Junk Sale
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater

RSGB Talks
1.
2.
3.
4.

A General look into the Society’s history
Membership in Service to their Country
100 years of amateur radio aerials
The Transatlantic Tests of the 1920s
4
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Rallies
2 FEBRUARY
29th CANVEY RADIO & ELECTRONICS RALLY – ‘The Paddocks’, Long
Road, Canvey Island, Essex SS8 0JA (southern end of A130). Free CP, OT
10.30. C, DF, TS. Vic Rogers, G6BHE, 01702 308 562,
nvr@blueyonder.co.uk. [www.southessex-ars.co.uk].
9 FEBRUARY

Up d a

ted!

HARWELL ARS Radio and Electronics Rally at Didcot Leisure Centre,
Mereland Road, Didcot, from 10.00am-3.00pm. Refreshments will be
available all day. Entry £3.00 (children under 12 free). Details from Ann on
01235 816379 or from www.g3pia.org.uk
16 FEBRUARY
RADIO-ACTIVE RALLY – Civic Hall, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 5DG. OT
10.30. TS, B&B, C, WIN. Tim, 01948. 519 249, tm0sin@yahoo.com.
[www.midcars.org].
23 FEBRUARY
BRATS RAINHAM RADIO RALLY – Rainham School for Girls, Derwent
Way, Rainham, Gillingham, Kent ME8 0BX. TI, OT 10.00/9.30, TS, SIG,
C Darley, 0798 2244 788, charlesdarley@hotmail.co.uk.
1 MARCH
LAGEN VALLEY ARS ANNUAL RALLY – the Village Centre,
Ballynahinch Street, Hillsborough. OT 11.30am, CP, C, B&B, SIG, TS. Jim,
GIØDVU, 02892 662 270.
2 MARCH
EXETER RADIO & ELECTRONICS RALLY – America Hall, De La Rue
Way, Pinhoe Exeter EX4 8PW. OT 10.15/10.30, £2. TS, B&B, C. Pete,
G3ZVI, 07714 198 374, g3zvi@yahoo.co.uk.
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O

sign that said "ON AIR" when
transmitting - very posh!

K, I admit it - I'm a bit of a
nut about relays, from very
early on in my amateur
radio days. This stemmed from my
first radio station comprising exWWII Top-Band Command receiver
and HRO, an ex-WD receiver (a
Bendix RA1B), and a home-brew
valve AM/CW transmitter for Top
Band, with separate modulator and
power supply units for all of these,
and various wire aerials, draped
around the garden. When I first
assembled this relatively simple
collection, I used mechanical
switches - toggle and rotary,
depending on what the function was
- to switch on the gear, and switch
between the various receivers, and
receive and transmit functions. This
required HT switching and aerial
switching, plus sound muting on the
various receivers (to avoid
feedback).

I soon found that the effort of
operating the various switches in the
right sequence when going from
receive to transmit, and vice-versa,
without ending up speaking into a
dead modulator microphone, or
finding my transmitter feeding a
receiver instead of an aerial, was
somewhat fraught. I had to use
several switches in sequence, partly
because a switch designed for RF
was different from one for DC
power, etc, and to keep wiring
separate to avoid RF feedback and
other nasty happenings. The time
taken to change from transmit to
receive also meant that quick-fire
queries from the other end of the
QSO were often missed, requiring
repeats. Definitely not on a par with
the modern rig, with a single pushto-talk button on
the microphone!

Relays - and what they can do for you.

By the time I was
licensed I had
been working in
the GPO for several years (nearly 3,
to be precise!), and during my
training had had a fairly thorough
grounding in the theory, design and
use of electro-mechanical relays - at
least for use in telephone exchanges.
I therefore quickly realised that it

Dave, G3PEN
Switches were also used to select
AM or CW operation, which
involved switching the modulator
HT, shorting out the modulator
transformer in the PA anode circuit,
and readying the Morse-key
connection. I also had an illuminated
6
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would be very much to my
advantage to install relays in my
station, so that all the various
switching functions could be
controlled by two or three toggle
switches, conveniently located to
hand, rather than spread around on
the various bits of gear. This would
also allow some of the various pieces
of equipment to be placed on
shelves, rather than all on the
operating bench within easy reach,
taking up valuable space.

shops in Lyle Street and similar
emporia, to obtain the right sorts of
relay - at least back then (1961) it
was possible to buy some amazing
bits of gear for silly money, if you
looked hard enough. This brings me
to the main point of this article - if
you are still building equipment such
as separate transmitters or receivers,
power supplies etc, you may find it
advantageous (or even essential) to
make use of relays for the various
control functions.

As a result, a few weeks after first
going on the air with a bit of a
lash-up, operationally speaking, I
took the station apart, and installed
relays in all the necessary places.
This required several different types
of relay, as some had to deal with
RF, at quite high voltages and
currents, even though the power
level was QRP, others with HT up
to about 300 volts DC and up to 100
mA, and yet others dealing with
low-level audio - to cut off the Rx
audio and Tx microphone audio,
independently of any other operating
conditions.

I therefore thought it worthwhile
looking at the types of relay that can
be obtained (even now, if you look
very hard, and scrounge where
necessary),
their
distinctive
characteristics, and the cautions
needed in their use. I hope the
following comments may help you
if you ever need to use relays, rather
than simple switches, particularly in
station set-ups using discrete
transmitters
and
receivers,
(especially if valve, because it pays
to keep HT inside the rig, and not on
long leads to external switches), and
miscellaneous associated equipment
- just like in the old days! (Sound of
violins, playing softly!)

All of this work required some very
serious searching in the surplus

To be continued next month…

For Sale or Wanted
All members’ ads are FREE. Contact
the editor to submit your ad.

Is there something that you want , or
want to get rid of?
7
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V

the 1850s, but closed in the Sixties
before being restored by volunteers.

olunteers have a year to
save
popular
tourist
attraction the Colne Valley
Railway, Castle Hedingham, which
is visited by about 40,000 people
each year.

Castle Hedingham Parish Council
chairman Sonia Allfrey said the
railway and Hedingham Castle were
the key to the area’s tourism industry.

Colne Valley Railway

The society hopes to apply to the
Heritage Lottery Fund to help
raise the
money, and
E s s e x
County
Council
will be
provid
ing a
grant
o
f

Colchester Daily Gazette
The site’s owner,
Australian property
developer,
who bought
the site in
2006,
has
given the Colne
Valley Railway
Preservation
Society until next
year to find the
money to buy the
land.

an

£2,500 this
year for Colne Valley
Railway to support and develop
their bid to the Heritage Lottery
Fund.

The original Colne V a l l e y
and Halstead Railway was built in

Next Month
Latest News from the RSGB

Plus the usual …
For Sale and Wanted

Events, Rallies, Contests, etc.

More on Relays

???
Your Photos

How I Started
8
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a year of normal usage - both by my
calculations and those of the shop
(and that is at the old rate which is
going up shortly).

hen I had the surveys
done on my "new"
property, the energy
efficiency results included a
comment about the extra savings that
could be obtained by using energysaving lamps - which seemed a bit
odd as nearly all the lights I saw
were already fluorescent types.
However, after moving in, I found
that the lighting for the kitchen and
dining areas (open plan) consisted of
23 GU10-type tungstens, between 35
& 50 W, in down-lighters, mounted
in the ceiling with a total load just
over a kilowatt! As only 2 switches
controlled them, it was apparent that
I would often be running at least 1/2
kw when needing any light in either
of those areas.

For the technically minded, there are
60 individual LEDs per lamp, which
probably require about 100V-120V
approx. for normal use. I suspect that
there may be a diode in series with
them, providing half the average
mains voltage i.e. about 115 volts. I
may well be wrong, and there may
be some clever voltage changer in
the lamp, but there is not much space
for anything fancy. I don't know
what interference they may generate,
but nothing heard on any B/C radio
so far.
The lighting level is now much
better, so the nominal 50W
equivalent is at least what is claimed,
and I'm only using 69W when they
are all on - a saving of over a
kilowatt. The heat rising into the loft
is much less, which must reduce any
chance of fire.

Energy Saving
Dave, G3PEN
I went to a local lighting specialist,
and bought 24 (1 for another use)
mains LED lamps. They take 3 watts
each, have a light output at least
equal to 50W tungstens, and a
30,000 hour average life. The 12 for
the kitchen area were daylight-white,
and the dining area were slightly
warmer - nice for eating under. I had
a 20% discount for quantity, and the
cost, at £184, will be covered within

I am totally satisfied now, not least
with not having to change about half
of the tungstens every year, as they
only have a life of 2000 hours
average - and they were absolute
pigs to change - with another £30 or
so saving per year.

9
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Offers?

Wanted

Dave G3PEN

Ian, G8MKN

I now have a large number of
GU10
incandescent
lamps
(including some new ones), if
anyone is interested in making an
offer! See P19 for contact details.

Frog Spawn - as soon as its
available, for my new wild-life
pond. Please contact me to
arrange collection. See P19 for
contact details.

Construction Challenge
The committee has issued a challenge to all members.
Build anything you like to fit inside a recycled computer switch box,
approx. 6 (w) x 4 (d) x 1.5 (h) inches (150 x 100 x 40), supplied by the
club and shown on the front cover.
The project box may be modified it in any way you please.
Projects will be scored in the traditional way as part of the annual
construction competition that will continue as normal.
Any member requiring help and/or assistance with designs and
components should contact any committee member.
Items which you may consider building:
Morse Oscillator, Nicad Charger, QRP SWR Bridge,
Station Power Monitor, Balun 4-1 or 1-1, Any QRP Item,
or anything else!
Good Luck, GØLPO
10
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A

balun at the feed point. This
combination did not seem to tune
reliably, so I abandoned that idea.
After the copper wire broke, I bought
two 50-m steel flex-weave rolls,
joining them both at 42m with a

fter my shack tidy up turned
into
a
complete
refurbishment, my thoughts
turned to the HF antenna. In the
spring I had put up an 80 m long
horizontal loop antenna, round the
garden using enamelled copper wire
(thanks Edwin), three of the corners
hooked into the trees. Not as good as
using ‘sky hooks’, the trees will have
to do!

Wire Loop Antennas
Howard, G6LXK
Sky wire loops are well documented
and recommended by many people.
Itreplaced my G5RV as I could only
set it north-south - which is not ideal.
One of the many websites about this
antenna said: ‘looking for an allband HF antenna that is easy to
construct, costs nearly nothing and
works great DX? Try this one.’ In
this country the loop antenna is
rarely selected. Perhaps people’s
gardens are not the right shape. This
type of antenna offers significantly
lower noise and the wire not so
visible. I have been having some
problems feeding this antenna with
an ideal suitable cable. I had
originally used 300 ohm feeder,
which partly worked ok, then tried
some coax with an auto ATU and a

terminal block inner and tape sealed.
Ideal horizontal loop antenna
Previously I had put the feed point
at the corner, at the point where the
loop attached to the house, although
I then was finding that the cable feed
plate was dragging on the ridge tile.
At this point, the autumn windy
weather arrived and down came one
side of the loop antenna. I attached
a free hook out of the way on the
nearest loose end of the loop to a tree
and left it until the weather calmed
down a bit. The hooks that I had
made for each of the corners out of
garden wire had stretched out,
11
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probably illegal here for mains use.
I did notice that their connections
might be the correct spacing for the
width of the 450 ohm ladder line. As
you can see in the picture, with the
handle up, both outputs are isolated
from the antenna.

so I found some hardened steel ones
in the junk box and used a long pole
to hook them into the trees as high
as I could reach. Actually, I can only
achieve about 10 m high with the
small trees that we have on site – not
particularly ideal for loops.
For the cable feed point on the
house, I found that you can bring this
from the corner by about 1 metre,
using an insulator as the anchor
instead. This worked really well,
allowing the feeder to hang down
and then tucked along behind the
gutter and into the shack - it is
important to keep the feeder away
from large metallic items. I tried to
push the flat feeder under the lowest
tile, into the roof space, with a view
to accessing if from the ceiling.
However, the insulation fluff
prevented me from doing that, so I
had to carry on round the side of the
house and under a tile there. It was
still not too visible.

Knife switch DPDT
As I am not using a corner as a fixed
point, the loop is free to slide left to
right in the insulators on a windy
day, taking the feed-point with it. I
would need to attach a lock, using a
wire tie to one of the corners, shown
below.

Switching the flat feeder between
my transceiver and old radio
collection required some thought. In
old
photographs
of
radio
installations, I remember seeing
something called a knife switch. On
the E-bay site, I found some large
versions of these for sale, shipped
from Asia, used for switching 220V
& 380V, 100-amp currents and

Tuning up the antenna went quite
well with my manual tuner, although
12
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the tune points are mostly quite
sharp. There was even a sharp tune
point for 160 m and 6 m, which
surprised me.

looked into this problem; fitting
some decoupling capacitors around
did not remove the problem.
Looking back at the circuit diagram,
I saw that I had connected the DC
feed to the microphone’s 8V pin the circuit diagram gets its DC from
the microphone input. Swapping it
over solved that problem - I do not
know why.

A contact noticed that my
homemade ICOM SM-6 microphone
was allowing some RF back into the
system, since the time I had started
using the 450 ohm feeder cable. I

Digital Switch-over

F

M radios will be safe until at least 2022 as switchover is delayed.
Communications Minister Ed Vaisey made an announcement about
digital radio switchover on December 16, 2013 at which he said
that he is looking towards the end of the decade, but ruled-out setting a
firm date for digital radio switchover.
Reports had set 2015 as a target date for switchover, but this has for some
time been considered unrealistic due to the poor take-up of digital radio
in vehicles. Some of the larger commercial radio groups have been calling
for switchover by 2018.
The latest report focuses on the economic impact and benefits of
switchover, and concludes that it is likely that it will not be until 2022 that
the impact of switchover will be positive - removing the need for the
Government to make an unpopular decision about digital switchover.

The next edition will be published on March 1
The deadline for submissions for the next edition is February 25
Please contact our Publicity Officer for details about commercial adverts.
© Barscom Editor on behalf of BADARS 2014 - E.& O.E.
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things were quite difficult at times,
so my father took on what, at that
time I think, were known as
“Foreigners”, this being private
repairs for neighbours and friends
which the company did not know
about. It was watching him and
bombarding him with questions
while he was doing these repairs that
I became interested in radio.

y introduction to radio
started in the mid 1950’s
on a small kitchen table.
My father was busy repairing a
neighbours radio with me perched
on a kitchen chair fascinated by what
was going on. My father had started
his electrical career in the early
1930’s working for a small family
run radio rental company. Initially,
at that time, he was just employed as
a technician who went to customer’s
houses to replace the batteries and
accumulators which were powering
the various radio sets. He soon
progressed to actually carrying out
repairs and then his career was cut
short by the start of WWII.

From Childhood to

My first radio was a very crude
crystal set, with the actual “Cats
Whisker” with headphones, and as
Brookmans Park transmitters were
not too far from where we lived
signals were quite good. This soon
progressed to a very early table top
radio in my bedroom which had
Old Age a number of short wave bands.

During the war he served in the RAF
as a radio technician and when he
was demobbed he returned again to
the same family business, by now it
was known as Radio and Electrical
Equipment Renters Ltd and had
three shops, one in North Finchley,
one in Canons Park and one in
Watford.

I can remember the earth wire
being connected to the gas pipe
in the bedroom, “not very safe
- HI” and yards of wire draped
around the room from the aerial
socket on the back. Full of Octal
valves which at least helped to warm
the room in the winter. At this time
listening
was
restricted
to
broadcasting stations and I had not
thought about listening to Ham
Radio stations.

Salaries in those days were not very
good and my parents had me and my
brother to raise and financially

Having contracted Polio when I was
eight I lost a lot of schooling and
come the 11+ I failed my exams. I

Geoff, GØBYH5
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very disillusioned by the TV
industry. One evening while back at
Southgate Technical College on a
colour TV update course I saw my
old head of department. I poured out
my woes about Radio & TV
servicing and he said why not give a
company, who had contacted him
looking for people to work on
medical equipment, a call. Not
knowing anything about medical
equipment I must say I was a little
sceptical about applying but went
ahead and arranged an interview.

was destined to attend a secondary
modern school in Southgate. The last
couple of years at this school
however were quite good in that very
many practical skills were taught, i.e.
metal work, wood work, science and
technology and I left at the age of 16
to start as an apprentice in radio and
TV servicing. This was not with my
father’s company but another small
family run business in Church End
Finchley called D.Perks & Co, run
by
an
ex-marine
radio
operator/technician. Regrettably he
did not keep to the terms of the
apprentiship and I spent a lot of my
time operating the Murphy VHF
base station which was used to
communicate with various service
vans he had running around. After
about 18 months I left and joined my
father’s company as a trainee bench
engineer, repairing radio, TV, HiFi
and Grundig tape recorders, as well
as attending Southgate Technical
College for 5 years to complete the
City and Guilds Radio & TV
Servicing Course.

The company was based just below
the post office tower and was called
SIEREX and supplied all types of
Siemens and Schoenander medical
electrical equipment to UK hospitals.
The department which was looking
for staff was the X-ray department
and they wanted TV engineers to
work on closed circuit TV attached
to image Intensifiers. I was offered
a post as a bench technician working
on EMI and Siemens closed circuit
TV systems and so started my career
in medical electronics.

Radio as a hobby had taken a back
seat by now as girls, cars and fishing
came to the forefront and by 1964 I
was married and had taken on an old
Victorian house to renovate. I
continued in the domestic TV trade
as both a bench and field technician
up to 1970 but by now was becoming

By the late 1970’s most of the work
was finished on my Victorian house
and I was starting to get a little more
spare time and thoughts started to
turn once again to radio. One of the
chaps in the department I worked in
had been in the RAF as a
15
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technician (Frank GØBPB) who was
also interested in radio so we decided
to start swotting for our Amateur
Radio license. We both got our G6
calls in the early 1980’s; this was
followed by our GØ calls a couple
of years later.

Together with fresh water and sea
angling radio has continued to be my
hobby ever since.

T

which catalogue the beginning of the
society in 1913, and tell the story
through the first 100 years. The
pictures are to be available on the
RSGB website. It was a very
interesting talk and we all look
forward to part 2.

he January 6 meeting was a
different kind of natter night,
with
a
power
point
presentation by Edwin GØLPO, a

The Clansman Transceivers and
accessories on
display

display of Clansman radio's
by Dave GØDEC and me,
and a couple of others doing
computer work.

Meeting Reports

created some
interest. There was a
Clansman
320,
hf
ssb/cw
transceiver; a base/mobile dx
command military radio and the 350
and 351 models, which were
designed as back pack radios for
platoon commanders. These work on
the 70 and 50 MHz bands (fm). All

The
first
part of
the evening was given over to Edwin
who had downloaded an RSGB 4
part presentation, with photo's, about
the history of the society. Edwin
presented the first of these 4 talks,
Tony, GØIAG

16
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at club events end special event
stations, so all items must be safe.

these radios were used by the British
army between the early 1970s and
the mid 1980s, and can easily be
used for amateur radio.

Dave GØDEC carried out the
testing, and also did other checks on
equipment; he also brought in some
items of test gear, for sale, from the
estate of a close friend.

Dave set up computer corner with
Neil and Colin, to start work on
micro mesh systems for RAYNET
use. This can be used to send large
files of information for user services
if their own comm's go down. - Yet
another useful part of our hobby.
All in all it was another interesting
evening at our club.

The club has decided to sell some of
its older and unwanted equipment at
the Canvey Rally, along with a lot of
donated items from the estates of 2
silent keys. At this meeting some of
the items were offered for sale before
being packed for the rally. All
monies raised will benefit the club's
bank balance.

The January 20 meeting was our
annual Portable Appliance Testing
evening. The club uses quite a lot of
leads, power supplies and other
electrical and electronic equipment

Melvin, John and Edwin will also be
grateful for the space in their homes
when the items have been sold.
the very special mementos that we
will treasure.

Thanks
Dave, G3PEN

Thank you all very much - the club
and its members have been a large
part of my and Pat's amateur
radio life, and will be seriously
missed. In particular, I would like
to thank Roy, G6XCY, for his part
in forming the club originally which was at his suggestion - and for
the support and help he has given me
over the years.

Hi, Everyone. Pat and I were
extremely pleased, and somewhat
surprised, when the postman
delivered the card from the club,
with best wishes and signatures of
so many of the members. We are
keeping all the cards we have
received as a result of our move to
Norwich, but this one will be among

Best wishes from Dave and Pat.
17
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Contests
VHF/UHF

HF

February
2 0900-1300 432MHz Affiliated
Societies Contest O SF
Affiliated Societies contest (S3)
O SF Cumulative contest (S5)
4 2000-2230 144MHz UKAC
11 2000-2230 432MHz UKAC
18 2000-2230 1.3GHz UKAC
23 1000-1200 70MHz Cumulatives
#1
25 2000-2230 SHF UKAC
25 2000-2230 50MHz UKAC

February
3 2000-2130 80m CC SSB
8-9 2100-0100 1st 1.8MHz Contest
HF Championship
12 2000-2130 80m CC DATA
20 2000-2130 80m CC CW
March
3 2000-2130 80m CC DATA
8-9 1000-1000 Commonwealth
Contest HF Championship
12 2000-2130 80m CC CW
20 2000-2130 80m CC SSB

March
1-2 1400-1400 March 144 432MHz
4 2000-2230 144MHz UKAC
9 1000-1200 70MHz
Cumulatives #2
11 2000-2230 432MHz UKAC
18 2000-2230 1.3GHz UKAC
25 2000-2230 50MHz UKAC
25 2000-2230 SHF UKAC

April
6 1900-2030 RoPoCo SSB HF
Championship
7 1900-2030 80m CC CW
16 1900-2030 80m CC SSB
24 1900-2030 80m CC DATA
May
5 1900-2030 80m CC SSB
14 1900-2030 80m CC DATA
22 1900-2030 80m CC CW

April
1 2000-2230 144MHz UKAC
6 0900-1200 First 70MHz
Contest
8 2000-2230 432MHz UKAC
13 0900-1200 First 50MHz
15 2000-2230 1.3GHz UKAC
22 2000-2230 50MHz UKAC
22 2000-2230 SHF UKAC
29 2000-2230 70MHz UKAC

June
2 1900-2030 80m CC DATA
7-8 1500-1500 NFD
11 1900-2030 80m CC CW
19 1900-2030 80m CC SSB

18
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On September the 1st 2013, ML&S were appointed a direct factory distributor for Yaesu Musen Japan, a first for a
UK retailer. ML&S are now able to liaise direct with the manufacturer on new products, repairs, support and advice.
A proud moment in twenty-three years for the World’s Favourite Ham Store.
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL ADVICE
OUR ORDER HOTLINE

0345 2300 599

The New FTdx3000
HF/6m Base
from Yaesu
Musen
•
•
•
•
•

•

TX Frequency Coverage:
160 - 6 meters
RX Frequency Coverage:
30kHz - 56MHz
Operating Modes: USB,
LSB, CW, AM, FM
Digital Noise Reduction
Large 4.3 inch (dia.)
colour TFT display

•
•
•
•

Power Output: 5 to 100
watts HF - 6m
IF DSP
Built-in Electronic Keyer
Built In Antenna Tuner
High Speed Spectrum
Scope

The successor to the FT-2000

As reviewed by Peter Hart in January RadCom
The new FTdx3000 HF+50MHz 100 Watt
Transceiver is another exciting new product
that is certain to capture the hearts of
determined DXers and Contesters as
well as casual operators looking for solid
communications. Using the newest down
conversion and sharp edged crystal roofing
filter technology, this fabulous radio attains

outstanding receiver performance
inherited from Amateur Radio’s leading
HF radio; our proud FTdx5000. The
market has been waiting for a reasonably
priced transceiver that takes a major
performance leap forward – the FTdx3000
is that feature filled compact radio
package.

The Yaesu FTDX3000
transceiver provides ultimate
weak signal receiver
performance in crowded,
strong signal environments.

NOW IN STOCK
ONLY
£2195.95
ML&S ONLY
£2195.95
For more information see: www.hamradio.co.uk/ftdx3000
ACCESSORIES

AMATEUR
RADIO

COMMERCIAL /
PMR RADIO

AVIONICS

MARINE RADIO

RECEIVERS /
SCANNERS

ANTENNAS

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd.
OPENING HOURS
Outline House, 73 Guildford Street, Monday to Friday: 9.00am to 5.30pm
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
AND FACEBOOK
Saturday: 9.30am to 4.30pm
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AS
HamRadioUK
Web: www.hamradio.co.uk
Tel: 0345 2300 599
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Int’. No: +44 345 2300 599
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